Object perception uses a variety of visual cues, including shape cues derived from sides and convexities. Two recent masking studies using radial frequency patterns have argued, respectively, for a predominant role of convexity Here we resolve the controversy by separating the masks into their parts (e.g., convexities and sides), and measuring the relative masking influences of the different mask components. We found that both side and convexity information contribute to masking. However, masking due to side information was much less dependent on alignment compared to masking due to convexities. This supports a theory where convexities constitute a prime source of information for shape processing, and sides do also contribute but to a smaller extent.
Introduction
A variety of visual cues can independently support object perception, including local contour information as first encoded by striate cortex simple cells (DeValois & DeValois, 1988; Graham, 1989; Hubel & Wiesel, 1968; Wilson, 1991) , and local curvature as first encoded in V1 or V2 (Dobbins, Zucker, & Cynader, 1987 , 1989 Koenderink & Richards, 1988; Wilson, 1985; Wilson & Richards, 1989; Zucker, Dobbins, & Iverson, 1989) . This information in turn supports intermediate processing of part and shape representations in V4 (Merigan, 1996; Pasupathy & Connor, 1999 Rainville, Yourganov, & Wilson, 2005; Van Essen, 1985; Wilkinson, James, Wilson, Gati, Menon, et al., 2000; Young, 1992) , and further object and scene processing in various areas, including the fusiform face area (FFA), inferotemporal cortex (IT), parahippocampal place area (PPA), and lateral occipital cortex (LOC) (Brincat & Connor, 2004; Desimone, 1991; Gross, 1992; Tanaka, 1996; Young, 1992) . Especially relevant to the current study is the processing of sides and corners. Sides are thought to be encoded via simple or complex cells in V1 that are selective with respect to contour orientation and spatial-frequency. A variety of curvature mechanisms have been proposed, including lateral facilitation and inhibition fields operating on simple or complex V1 cells (BenShahar & Zucker, 2004; Li, 1998 Li, , 2000 , endstopped V1 cells (Dobbins, Zucker, & Cynader, 1987 , 1989 Wilkinson, Wilson, & Habak, 1998) , linear filters with several subfields (Koenderink & Richards, 1988) , or a combination of simple or complex cells (Poirier & Wilson, 2006; Wilson & Richards, 1989 .
Information from either sides or corners is sufficient to support shape perception. Line drawings represent a prime example of this, where other cues such as shading, color, texture, and disparity have either been removed or distorted, yet object perception in such ''impoverished'' stimuli remains trivial. There is still some controversy as to whether sides or corners may be more important for shape 0042-6989/$ -see front matter Ó 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/j.visres.2007.08. 003 and object perception. Indeed, evidence has been presented in favor of corners or rounded-off corners (Attneave, 1954; Bertamini, 2001 Bertamini, , 2004 Biederman, 1987; Habak, Wilkinson, Zakher, & Wilson, 2004; Loffler, Wilson, & Wilkinson, 2003; Shevelev, Kamenkovich, & Sharaev, 2003) or sides playing a dominant role in shape perception (Hess, Wang, & Dakin, 1999; Mullen & Beaudot, 2002) .
Shape perception has been studied using a variety of ways to defined shape, including sinusoidal contours, curved contours, and chevrons (Tyler, 1973; Watt & Andrews, 1982; Wilson, 1985; Wilson & Richards, 1989) , which are suited to the investigation of local contour processing mechanisms. An ideal stimulus for studying global mechanisms involved in closed-contour shape perception is radial frequency (RF) patterns, which are closed contours created by modulating the radius of a circle by a sinusoidal function of the polar angle (see below for more details), because they offer better controls over the information contained compared to line drawings. RF patterns are used to investigate intermediate level shape perception because they show global shape processing properties (Hess et al., 1999; Jeffrey, Wang, & Birch, 2002; Loffler et al., 2003; Wilkinson et al., 1998) , and can be used to study natural shapes such as faces (e.g., Loffler, Yourganov, Wilkinson, & Wilson, 2005; Wilson, Loffler, & Wilkinson, 2002; . Moreover, simple cues such as local orientation, local curvature, or changes in radius cannot account for the sensitivity characteristics exhibited by human observers (Wilkinson et al., 1998) . Note that by definition, RF patterns contain curvature maxima (or convexities) and curvature minima rather than corners and sides, though arguments that apply to corners and sides are likely to apply to curvature maxima and minima as well. For simplicity, we use the terms convexities or corners instead of curvature maxima, and sides instead of curvature minima, in the remainder of the article.
The question of relative contributions of sides and convexities to shape processing has been studied using RF patterns, with conflicting results. As a first example, when portions of the contours were deleted, performance was selectively impaired when deletion occurred on convexities (Loffler et al., 2003) or on sides (at least for achromatic stimuli: Mullen & Beaudot, 2002) . The conflicting results could be due to methodological differences, including the specific way that portions of the contours were deleted (see Section 5.2). As a second example, when threshold shape was measured while simultaneous masks are presented inside and outside the test contour, selective performance impairments point to a role of sides (Hess et al., 1999) or convexities in shape perception (Habak et al., 2004) . However, these two studies differed in the type of mask that was used.
The first study by Hess and colleagues (1999) measured threshold shape deviations necessary to discriminate shapes from circles when these contours were embedded in noise filtered to contain specific orientations. Their goal was to mask the test contour at the locations of convexities or sides, by taking advantage of known local masking effects that arise for parallel edge segments (e.g., Cavanaugh, Bair, & Movshon, 2002a , 2002b Kapadia, Westheimer, & Gilbert, 2000; Levitt & Lund, 1997 Li, Thier, & Wehrhahn, 2000 Polat, Mizobe, Pettet, Kasamatsu, & Norcia, 1998; Sillito, Grieve, Jones, Cudeiro, & Davis, 1995) . Therefore, they matched the orientations contained in the noise to those contained in the test contour orientations at the locations of the convexities (i.e., curvature maxima), or at the location of sides (i.e., curvature minima). That is, a square form could be embedded in horizontal-vertical noise to mask the sides, or in oblique noise to mask the convexities (i.e., rounded-off corners as used in their experiments and in the present study). Hess and colleagues found that masking was greatest when noise orientations matched the sides' orientations. Also, they found no masking effects when noise orientations matched the convexities' orientations. On the basis of these results, they argued that shape perception is dependent on global processing of sides. However, inspection of their stimuli reveals that combining noise oriented at orthogonal orientations creates T-and X-junctions at random locations. In the conditions where they obtained masking, the T-and Xjunctions would create corner information in the correct positions and orientations to mask convexity signals in the shape. Therefore, a curvature-masking account (e.g., Habak et al., 2004; Poirier & Wilson, 2006 ; see below) is consistent with their results.
The second study by Habak and colleagues (2004) similarly measured threshold shape deviations, but used lateral masking contours also defined as radial frequency patterns, which could be positioned inside and/or outside the test contour. They found that masking was greatest when test and mask shapes were aligned, and that no masking occurred when convexities of test contours were aligned with the sides of mask contours and vice-versa. They argued against a local orientation-inhibition account, such as that found in V1, based on several findings: (1) circular masks were ineffective at masking the test contour's shape even though that mask shares more parallel local orientation with the test contour than any other mask they used, (2) second-order masks were also effective even though the local orientation was orthogonal with that of the test contour, and (3) increasing mask amplitude increased masking even though it decreased local orientation similarity between test and mask contours. They therefore concluded that the masking effect occurred at the level of shape processing. They argued that masking was due to curvature signals based on neurophysiological data (e.g., Pasupathy & Connor, 1999 , however, similar results could also arise from mechanisms encoding global shape based on other information contained in the contour (e.g., orientation, relative position).
Taken together, these two masking studies point to the existence of masking that disrupts shape and object processing, involving global pooling mechanisms. However, the source of masking could come from side and/or con-vexity information, and neither of these studies specifically addressed this issue. We propose here to reconcile the different findings by decomposing the masks used in the previous study (i.e., Habak et al., 2004) into parts that contain side or convexity information, such that the relative contributions of these two sources of interference can be assessed.
Methods

Participants
Six participants volunteered (1 male and 5 females), which included the first author, as well as university undergraduate and graduate students. Their vision was normal or corrected to normal.
Apparatus
Testing and data collection was done on an Apple iMac set to a resolution of 1024 · 768 pixels and a refresh rate of 75 Hz. Responses were recorded via key presses. Viewing distance was 131 cm, where pixel size was 41.5 arcsec.
Procedure
Stimuli
The shape was created as a radial frequency pattern, where the radius of a circle is varied as a function of polar angle (h) using a sum of sinusoid functions of various amplitudes, phases, and frequencies (Wilkinson et al., 1998 ; see Fig. 1 ):
where R 0 is the mean radius, and x, A, and / are the frequency, amplitude, and phase, respectively, of the radial modulation added into the circle. For all experiments presented here, only one frequency is used, with x set to 4, / adjusted to form squares and diamonds, and A set to six levels from 0.001 to 0.032 in equal log steps for test contours, and to 0.045 for mask contours. The value of 0.045 creates shapes where the side between two successive convexities is approximately straight. Note that none of the contours generated for the present experiment using Eq. (1) used amplitudes high enough to generate concavities. However, the ''8-convexities'' mask generated using Eqs. (4) and (5) did contain concavities, as discussed below (see Section 3.3; Fig. 1 ). R 0 was set to 1.14°for the test contour, and to 0.57°and 1.71°for the mask contours. The cross sectional luminance profile of each contour was set to a fourth derivative of a Gaussian (D4) profile:
Rsqðx; yÞ ¼ RðhÞ À ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
and r w was set such that peak spatial-frequency of the contour was 8 cpd. Mean luminance was set to 65 cd/m 2 and contrast was set to 90%.
Task
Participants were presented with two intervals, one containing a circular shape, and the other containing a shape containing four regularly spaced convexity maxima. That Fig. 1 . Stimuli used in the Experiment. Test contours (col 1) could be modulated in one of two phases: towards a square shape (top) or diamond shape (bottom), with amplitudes varying between 0 and 0.032 (shown). These contours were embedded in two masking contours (amplitude = 0.045) placed inside and outside the test contour, and the mask contours could contain either only convex parts (col 2), only side parts (col 3), whole shape (col 4), convex parts everywhere (col 5), or side parts everywhere (col 6). Moreover, the mask information could either be aligned (bottom cols 2-4) or not (top cols 2-4) relative to the test contour. Symbols above and below the figure emphasize the position of convex and side parts.
shape could be oriented at one of two phases (i.e., square or diamond), and the size of the convexities was varied (amplitude). Their task was to report which interval contained the shape. Participants were informed that other contours could appear (see Section 3.3), and were instructed to base their judgments on the medium-sized contour. The words ''square'' and ''diamond'' are used throughout the paper for simplicity, even though the shapes had convexity maxima rather than sharp corners. Fig. 1 shows the conditions of lateral masks that were used: (1) no masking, (2) convexities only, (3) sides only, (4) full shape, (5) 8-convexities, and (6) 8-sides. For conditions 2-4, masks could be shown either aligned or not with the test contour (for a total of 9 conditions). Conditions 2-3 were created by selecting different parts of the masks using:
Experimental manipulations
where S T = 0.1 to provide a steep transition between selected and non-selected areas, x A = x = 4, and / A was adjusted to select relevant parts from the mask. The 8-convexities and 8-sides masks (used in conditions 5 and 6) were created by combining mask parts across phases from conditions 2 and 3, respectively. This provides a mask that contains similar parts at all locations of interest. They provide an estimate of masking summation when local interference of sides or convexities is present at all locations around the test contour. It also retains the same local curvatures as found in the other masks, as well as keeps total mask line length comparable across full-mask conditions. However, this manipulation introduces some artifacts in the masks, such as concavities and convexities where parts connect together. Unfortunately, other possible manipulations also contain confounds: (1) reducing part length would remove these artifacts, but unfortunately would also reduce total mask length, and (2) using a circle mask and an RF8 mask would change the statistics of local curvature. Therefore, we opted to keep the stimuli as combinations of parts, and later discuss their impact on the analyses and conclusions (see Section 4.2).
Temporal sequence and analysis
Participants were instructed to fixate the center of the screen, and press a key to start the trial. After an initial delay of 300 ms, the first stimulus interval was presented for 150 ms, followed by a blank period of 500 ms, and followed by the second stimulus interval which also lasted 150 ms. Then a blank screen appeared during which the participant responded, then pressed a key to initiate the next trial.
Responses were analyzed using a Quick function (Quick, 1974) using maximum likelihood estimation. At least three thresholds per participant per condition were collected in separate testing sessions, and further analyses were computed on the average thresholds per participant per condition. A log-transformed analysis is sensible for two reasons: (1) amplitude was varied in multiplicative steps, and (2) unpublished data on amplitude discrimination shows that participants' ability to discriminate between radial frequency patterns of different amplitudes is more closely related to the ratio than to the absolute difference of amplitudes. However, the data does not vary over large amplitude differences, and the same analysis on log-transformed data gave similar results. Therefore, we opted to present the ''simpler'' untransformed analysis.
For the purpose of analyses, mask conditions were grouped together based on their relative alignment with the contour (see Figs. 1 and 2 ). Data were analyzed using a repeated-measures factorial ANOVA. Significant effects were examined further using planned comparisons. In addition, a forward regression analysis was used to find the smallest number of factors that could predict the data set (see Section 4.1). Mask orientation is relative to the test contour orientation, such that alignment is preserved. Also shown is the regression fit with two parameters (circles), and statistical significance levels of selected meaningful comparisons (p values shown above symbols show significance levels compared to the no-mask condition). Symbols below the figure correspond to those used in Fig. 1 , except that they were rotated to the square shape orientation.
Results
masking conditions) revealed a significant effect of masking condition (F(8, 40) = 8.75, p = .000001). However, thresholds did not vary with shape orientation (F(1, 5) = 2.44, p = .179), and shape orientation did not interact with mask type (with mask orientation relative to shape orientation; F(8, 40) = 0.866, p = .55). Therefore, only the main effect of mask type was analyzed further.
Replicating earlier results (e.g., Habak et al., 2004) , the full-shape aligned mask impaired performance compared to both no-mask (p < .00001) and full-shape misaligned mask conditions (p < .00002). Moreover, the misaligned full-shape mask did not impair performance compared to no-mask (p = .122).
Thresholds did not differ in the three conditions that contained only sides (all p's > .147), including no effect of side alignment with test contour (p = .148). Compared to baseline measurements (i.e., no mask), only the condition where mask and test sides were aligned together increased significantly the thresholds (p = .011).
In contrast, thresholds were significantly reduced when convexity information was aligned with sides compared to aligned with convexities (p = .0016) or even to 8-convexities (p = .00092). Compared to baseline measurements (i.e., no masks), both 8-convexities and convexities aligned with convexities increased thresholds (p's = .0078 and .0129), whereas masking convexities aligned with test sides did not (p = .44).
Both sides and convexities produced masking. None of the masks produced as much masking as the full-shape mask aligned with the test contour (all p's < .00052). Therefore, it appears that both sources of masking are required for the full effect. Except for the ''corners masking sides'' condition, there appears to be little difference between thresholds with partially masked figures (all p's > .37). A regression analysis is therefore used to distinguish further the contributors to the masking effects observed.
Regression analysis
We used a forward regression analysis to assess more rigorously which types of masking contributed most to the effects. That is, predictors were added into the regression equation, giving priority to predictors that produce the largest increase in explained variance beyond that already explained by the predictors added in previous steps (F to enter = 2.5), and removing predictors that no longer contributed significantly to the fit (F to remove = 2.0). Because the predictors were partially correlated with each other, several of them would naturally fall out of the analysis, thus giving a succinct account of the effects in the data. Predictor variables were defined as all combinations of side and convexity mask components and alignments: (1) presence/absence near the convexities, sides, or anywhere, (2) presence of a given type of mask (i.e., whole, absent, or half of the parts are present), and (3) full shape of mask (i.e., 8-convexities, 8-sides or ''concentric'', and form aligned or not).
Five of the sixteen predictor variables entered were isolated by the regression analysis as contributing to the fit (i.e., F P 2.5), of which two were highly significant (p < .0002), and all others were less so (p's ranging from .01 to .11). These two predictors were the presence of masking convexities aligned with test convexities (b = .875, t(3) = 23.04, p = .00018), and the presence of concentric side information anywhere (b = .932, t(3) = 23.29, p = .00018). With these two factors alone, the fit to the data was quite high (r 2 = .919; Figs. 2 and 3) , and the significant trends in the data were replicated: (1) a lack of effect of side alignment, (2) a specificity of convexity alignment, and (3) a strong effect of form masking that was alignment-specific. The addition of the other three factors (i.e., presence of sides near corners, no mask, and circle mask) did not qualitatively improve the fit, thus were not included. The best-fit equation using these two factors is given by:
where the subscript denotes the alignment (Aligned or Misaligned), and C and S denotes convexity and side information, respectively (see also Table 1 , and Figs. 2 and 3) , and the constants were k = 0.00377, x C = 0.00205, x S = 0.00143. Thus, the term containing C A accounts for threshold increases when convexities are present near test convexities, and the term containing S A[M accounts for threshold increases when sides were present near test convexities and/or sides (see Table 1 ). It is worth noting that summation of masking effects from parts was observed in only one condition, that is, when the full-shape mask is aligned with the test contour (see Section 5).
By this regression equation, the proportion of alignment-dependent masking provided by the different sources is estimated as: Predicted Thresholds Measured Thresholds Fig. 3 . Correlation between predicted amplitudes from the regression fit (x-axis) and data (y-axis) for the regression fit using two parameters. The line represents 1:1 correspondence for comparison.
where x C and x S are the coefficients associated with C A and S A[M , respectively. Thus we estimate that convexities and sides account for 58.9% and 41.1%, respectively, of the shape masking effect, that is, the contribution of convexities to the effect is 1.435· stronger than that of sides. This estimate is based on the simplest explanation that accounts for all the current data. However, one could also calculate these proportions based on threshold elevations due to the components relative to the non-masked condition (i.e., masked-non-masked), in which case both contribute about equal parts (48.4% vs. 51.6% in favor of edges). Finally, these proportions could also be calculated relative to their misaligned counterparts (i.e., aligned-misaligned), in which case curves contribute an overwhelming 76% whereas edges only 24%. Of the three methods to calculate the proportion, the regression analysis method falls between the other two.
Pure stimuli
The 8-sides and 8-convexities stimuli are somewhat problematic as they contain other information than just sides or convexities, respectively, as discussed above (see Section 3.3). It is thus worthwhile to see if the results differ when these conditions are taken out. Removing these conditions did not affect significantly the ANOVA, or any of the simple comparisons. However, after removing these conditions, the regression analysis had to be revised: 4 predictor variables were removed because either they were redundant with other variables or they no longer contained variance, and 2 conditions were removed. Statistical sensitivity criteria were adjusted (F to enter = 1.5, F to remove = 1.0). Nevertheless, the results are comparable. The two highly significant predictors isolated above (see Section 4.1) remained significant: the presence of masking convexities aligned with test convexities (t(1) = 17.04, p = .037), and the presence of concentric side information anywhere (t(1) = 14.29, p = .044). Three other predictor variables were also isolated as contributing to the fit, none of which were statistically significant. Therefore, the results hold whether or not these two stimuli are included in the analyses.
Discussion
This study was conducted to evaluate the relative contributions of sides and convexities to shape masking. Previous studies (e.g., Habak et al., 2004; Hess et al., 1999 ; see Introduction) have investigated masking effects using a variety of masks. However, these studies did not explicitly separate the effects of sides and corners. In view of new data from this study, Hess and colleagues' hypothesis that: ''it is not the corner features but the side features that are being globally encoded'' (1999, p. 4359) needs to be revised. While we have found evidence for masking due to sides, consistent with their claim, we have also found a stronger contribution to masking from convexities (i.e., corner features). Fig. 4 shows a proposed hierarchy of masking to account for our data as well as previously published data (e.g., Habak et al., 2004; Hess et al., 1999) . At the first stage, weak local inhibition occurs between orientationselective filters, slightly reducing the responses of cells when parallel segments are present at adjacent positions. At the second stage, convexity signals inhibit each other when they are aligned in the same direction from the object's centre, providing most of the alignment-dependent masking effect. Signals from both sides (i.e., first stage) and convexities (i.e., second stage) combine to represent object shape.
Sources of masking
Masking was strongest when the mask was a full shape aligned with the test shape. Convexities provided 58.9% of the shape masking effect, and this masking was dependent on alignment, that is, masking convexities aligned with test sides produced no masking effect. This finding is consistent with the theory that object-relative curvature information is an important contribution to the masking effect observed (Habak et al., 2004; Poirier & Wilson, 2006) , and therefore supports the role for convexities (and possibly corners too) in object perception.
Sides also contributed to the alignment-dependent masking effect (41.1%). However, the masking provided by sides occurs whether masking sides are aligned or not with the test sides, which is inconsistent with Hess et al.'s (1999) results. Indeed, they found masking only in conditions where the orientations contained in the mask matched the orientations contained in the sides of the test contour. However, as discussed in the introduction above, their masks were not controlled for spurious ''corner'' information that could have significantly biased their results. Moreover, the masking conditions defined here as ''8-convexities'' and ''8-sides'' are at least in concept very similar to masking with RF8 and RF0 (circle), respectively. While data on RF4 masked by RF8 is not currently available, we believe the condition will be very similar to RF5 masked by RF10. In the latter case, thresholds increased from 0.003 to 0.005 when mask amplitudes were set at 15· threshold (Habak et al., 2004) . The threshold increment is similar to that found here. That is, according to available data, there is no reason to believe that our mask was more or less effective than an RF8 would be. This suggests that global shape rather than the specifics of shape is important.
Masking from sides
We discuss here three hypotheses that could account for the masking effect of sides.
The first two hypotheses rely on local orientation inhibition mechanisms such as found in V1 (e.g., Cavanaugh et al., 2002a Cavanaugh et al., , 2002b Kapadia et al., 2000; Levitt & Lund, 1997 Li et al., 2000 Li et al., , 2001 Polat et al., 1998; Sillito et al., 1995) , which reduces neural responses in V1 cells by an average of 38% when a central stimulus is surrounded by parallel information (Cavanaugh et al., 2002b ). The assumption is that masking from parallel side segments (i.e., present data) or oriented noise (i.e., Hess et al., 1999) reduces neural responses for sides more so than for convexities. Indeed, straight lines are inhibited more by straight lines than by curved lines . Conversely curved lines may be less susceptible to suppression from straight lines consistent with documented biases towards processing deviations from straightness (e.g., Fahle, 1991; Kayaert, Biederman, Op de Beeck, & Vogels, 2005; Treisman & Gormican, 1988; Wolfe, Yee, & Friedman-Hill, 1992) . Either way, masking is assumed to reduce effective local contrast, as illustrated in Fig. 5 .
The first hypothesis is that masks reduces the test contour's ''visibility'' more at its sides than at its convexities, and that decreased visibility of sides impairs performance (see also Mullen & Beaudot, 2002) . This is unlikely to be the case for three reasons. First, by this account, separate masking effects provided by sides aligned with test sides and with test convexities should sum, therefore a mask containing concentric side information at both locations should be at least as effective as the sum of the individual effects. In the present data, side elements positioned near test sides and convexities increased thresholds by 0.0016 and 0.0010, respectively, but only by 0.0007 when positioned at both locations. That is, side elements all around produced only 27.1% as much masking as expected from the sum of individual effects, or 67.9% as much as the smallest of the two. Moreover, even though a circular mask shares more parallel information with thresholds shapes, it constitutes an ineffective mask (Habak et al., 2004) . Second, shape perception is independent of contrast at and over 12.5% (Wilkinson et al., 1998) , and the 90% contrast used in this experiment was well above that value. It is unlikely that the mask patterns used here reduced the effective contrast of the test contour below that value. Third, reducing contour visibility using different methods gives different . Reducing contrast at regularly spaced positions around a circle gives an appearance of shape (contrast reduced by 10%, 50%, and 100% from left to right). Also shown for comparison are threshold shapes for the full-shape masking conditions (masks not shown). Note that contrastmodulated circles appear more square-or diamond-shaped consistently with lower contrast areas located where the corners (or convexities) would be. This is consistent with the hypothesis that modulations of contour effective contrast (either as masking or as contrast) introduce modulations in curvature that ultimately affects shape processing. See text for details.
results (e.g., Loffler et al., 2003; Mullen & Beaudot, 2002) , thus it is unlikely that visibility is the common factor (see below for a discussion of this issue). In summary, it is unlikely that the masking effects observed here were due to reduced visibility of the shape's contour.
The second hypothesis is that the masking of sides might interfere with shape perception by introducing a modulation in the global signal used to compute shape. For example, if the local contrast of the contour is modulated as shown in Fig. 5 , certain predictions can be made about the responses of cells at different levels of a processing hierarchy such as shown in Fig. 4 . Because of their small receptive field sizes, responses of orientation-selective V1 cells increase with local contrast. The same relationship would hold for curvature mechanisms if their receptive field sizes were comparable to those of orientation-selective cells, which is unlikely because curvature mechanisms are usually built with some pooling over orientation-selective cells and space, and thus their receptive field sizes normally exceed that of the orientation-selective cells they pool from. To estimate how curvature responses might be affected, we use Poirier and Wilson's (2006) curvature mechanism, which was most sensitive to RF4 patterns (as used here). This curvature mechanism's response is proportional to the product of three V1 responses, namely at the location where curvature is estimated, and at directions ±37.2°rel-ative to the object center. The idea that V1 responses are combined multiplicatively was shown to increase selectivity for curved contours (Poirier & Wilson, 2006) , and has recently received support from experimental data (F. Kingdom & E. Gheorghiu, personal communication, 2006) . Assuming no contrast normalization takes place, that mechanism's response increases with contour contrast. However, in the presence of smooth contrast modulations such as depicted in Fig. 5 , this curvature mechanism produces a relatively lower response where local contrast is higher, because two of its three samples falls on low contrast positions when the mechanism itself is centered on a high contrast position, and vice-versa (see Fig. 6 ). That is, because the scale of the mechanism approximates the scale of the contrast modulation, the curvature mechanism's response is inversely proportional to local contour contrast. Thus, higher convexity will be perceived at points where contrast is lower. Therefore, when presented with a circle with smooth contrast modulations, this model produces a curvature population code consistent with a shape where convexities appear at points where contrast is lower. This predicted illusory percept seems consistent with perception, which the reader can verify in Fig. 5 . Therefore, we cannot dismiss the possibility that parallel edge segments produced modulations in the low-level neural responses, and that those modulations propagated to higher level part and object processing areas to influence perceived shape. Note that the results are not dependent on the use of a multiplicative combination of the filter responses, as a linear combination would produce a qualitatively similar inversion of curvature responses with contrast.
This insight may help resolve a related controversy, namely that sinusoidal contrast modulations of the contour impairs shape perception when contrast is lower at sides but not at convexities (Mullen & Beaudot, 2002) , whereas small abrupt gaps produce the opposite effect (Loffler et al., 2003) . As described above, we argue that smooth contrast modulations affect shape perception by modulat- Poirier and Wilson's (2006) model of curvature processing for shape perception, curvature is coded as the multiplication of the output of three oriented filters located around the contour, as illustrated here. Two such curvature mechanisms are shown, aligned with the lowest and highest contrast points along the contour. The curvature mechanism aligned with the highest contrast point nevertheless has 2/3 of its input from low-contrast parts of the contour, whereas the curvature mechanism aligned with the low-contrast point receives only 1/3 of its input from low-contrast parts of the contour. Therefore, and counterintuitively, curvature mechanisms give a higher response when aligned with lower contrast parts of the contour, in stimuli where contrast is modulated sinusoidally around the contour and for contrast modulations that approximately matches the scale of the curvature mechanisms. Bottom: For illustration, quantitative predictions are shown, where the output of three simple cells (solid line; varying from 0.5 to 1 based on local contrast) are combined multiplicatively, the square-root of which is used to approximate curvature responses (dotted line). Again, curvature mechanisms aligned with low contrast positions produce relatively higher responses. The ratio of curvature-to-simple cell responses emphasizes the effect. The three samples taken are also shown with vertical gray lines, for curvature mechanisms aligned with contour positions where contrast is high (solid lines) and low (dotted lines). See text for details.
ing responses of curvature mechanisms. By this account, reducing contrast at the sides also reduces the responses of curvature mechanisms localized at the convexities, because the curvature mechanisms' responses depends on oriented filters located at both the convexities and near the sides. Therefore, our model of shape perception based on convexities (e.g., Poirier & Wilson, 2006 ) is consistent with Mullen and Beaudot's (2002) finding that lowering contrast at the sides impairs performance. In contrast, small gaps introduced in a contour (see Loffler et al., 2003) remove curvature responses if the gap is localized on one of the three samples, which does occur when the gap is localized at the convexity maxima but does not occur when the gap is localized at convexity minima (i.e., sides). Consistently, shape perception was impaired more so when gaps were aligned with convexities than when gaps were aligned with sides. Therefore, because small gaps produced the desired effect whereas sinusoidal contrast modulations did not, small abrupt gaps are better suited to judge the role of convexities or sides in shape perception.
The third hypothesis to account for the effect of masking from sides is that contour side and convexity features are extracted from mask and test contours in early or intermediate areas (e.g., Pasupathy & Connor, 1999 , but masking occurs between these features in higher shape or part processing areas. For example, features could serve as evidence towards one of several shapes, with competition occurring between networks processing the different shapes. Competitive interactions are known to occur at the level of object or shape perception (Borsellino, De Marco, Allazetta, Riseni, & Bartolini, 1972; Reisenhuber & Poggio, 1999; Tong, Nakayama, Vaughan, & Kanwisher, 1998; Wilkinson et al., 2000; Wilson, 2003 Wilson, , 2005 Wilson, Krupa, & Wilkinson, 2000) . These higher levels are selective to stimulus dimensions more relevant to object processing, such as convexities, recognizable parts, and global shape. For example, Loffler, Gordon, Wilkinson, Goren, and Wilson (2005) found that face masks cause a greater impairment in face discrimination than any other type of mask (e.g., noise, houses), and that disrupting the information contained in face masks reduced their effectiveness (e.g., face inversion, feature scrambling, internal features alone, head shape alone). Their results are unlikely to be due to masking in early visual areas, because test and mask faces differed with respect to gender, orientation, and size, suggesting instead that the interference occurs in faceselective distributed networks. Other studies of shape and object perception have also found that effective masks are similar to test images, especially in their high-level features (Enns, 2004; Fiser, Subramaniam, & Biederman, 2001; Habak, Wilkinson, & Wilson, 2006; Rogowitz, 1983 ). This selectivity for higher level shape properties can be used to make predictions of masking effects. Convexities provide better constraints over possible shapes (Attneave, 1954; Bertamini, 2001 Bertamini, , 2004 Biederman, 1987; Loffler et al., 2003; Shevelev et al., 2003) , thus generating a stronger signal that is localized to fewer cells, thereby strongly masking specific shapes. In contrast, sides generate a weaker signal that activates more cells, thereby providing weaker masking that generalizes over a wider range of shapes. Therefore, this hypothesis is also consistent with our data.
Conclusions
We provide here further evidence that shape masking occurs at the level of shape perception, and that performance is impaired to the extent that masking contours share significant high-level features with the test contour. We suggest that curvature signals in object-centered coordinates constitute a prime source of information for shape perception (see also Habak et al., 2004; Loffler et al., 2003; Poirier & Wilson, 2006) . We further propose that isolated line elements can impair shape perception in one of two ways, either masking occurring via lateral orientation inhibition mechanisms modulate responses of high-level part or shape processing mechanisms, or incomplete shapes simultaneously activate cells preferring a range of different shapes thereby producing high-level shape interference (i.e. noise, distortions, or masking). Either way, the interference occurs at higher shape-processing levels rather than at lower contour processing levels. Finally, we note that contributions to masking from sides and convexities were additive only when the full-shape mask was phase-aligned with the test contour (see Eq. (6)), again suggesting that radial frequency patterns (as used in the present study) engage mechanisms that perform global shape analyses.
Our theory provides another clue towards the reconciliation of ''the great divide'' (Chen, 2001 (Chen, , 2005 , i.e., towards a theory where an essentially local-to-global processing hierarchy can produce global-to-local processing biases (see Poirier & Frost, 2005) . Rapid perception of scenes or objects can occur in strictly feedforward processing schemes (see Reisenhuber & Poggio, 1999) , and evidence is accumulating that feedback loops are not necessary for object perception to occur even with naturalistic stimuli (Thorpe, Fize, & Marlot, 1996; Van Rullen & Koch, 2003; Van Rullen & Thorpe, 2001a , 2001b . Thus object perception, scene perception, and global processing can occur surprisingly fast and accurately even though our visual system initially treats the incoming information in a feedforward local-toglobal manner. However, access to local information is often impaired in the presence of more salient global information (e.g., Ahissar & Hochstein, 2004; Koivisto & Revonsuo, 2004; Navon, 1977 Navon, , 1981 . We suggest that one way these biases could occur is via increased mutual inhibitory weights deeper in the processing hierarchy (see also Wilson, 2003 Wilson, , 2005 , with the additional assumption that cells already preferring more complex and meaningful stimuli would inhibit cells that encode simpler stimuli. This would not only quickly reduce the amount of information competing for conscious awareness, but also form a pre-conscious selection of stimuli (see also Koivisto & Revonsuo, 2004) to guide top-down attention and ultimately behavior towards biologically relevant shapes.
